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Dr. Neaves 

On behalf of all of our staff I'd like to welcome all of 

you to our freshman course~n human anatomy at Southwestern. 

We feel that we have a very fine course in store for you this 

year. Improvements have been made that hopefully will enhance 
t. .I 

our abilit~!~each you in the labs in a manner that will , is 

very effective and beneficial. We do have an expanded laboratory 

situation this year about which I'll say more later. 

like to begin by just very briefly introducing you to 

But I would 
l!_ ea.chi _ng_) 
our7staff. 

I'll call their n~ames quickly and if they could just stand and 
\.._../ 

reamin standing until all 

We are foritunate in 

their names have been called. 
Li~,.... 

hav~ ~ from the dean's office 

funds for a number of graduate teaching assistants in anatomy 

provide the most professional and dignified ~~ introduction 

to human anatomy that is possible or feasible. We feel that this 

is necessary due to the special privilege that we enjoy in receiving 

and utilizi~ng bodies from donors to our program. _____,,. 

As I'll mention in the few words in the historical introG'duction 

to our program, the availability of human cadavers for anatomical 
,.,.--· 

study is a privilege that historically speaking is only recetntly 
...... ./ 

enjoyed. We depend entir~ly on the good will of individuals in 

the community who provide us with this opportunity, and I have 

asked that you pick up in the back of the room a very brief 
(' 

memo indicating our core of concerns with regard to the secu{t.~y 

in the human anatomy laboratories. I'll call on all of you for 

your help in maintaining the privacy and dignity of the donors 

to the program. It's imperative that we operate at all times 

with utmost concern in this regard. Otherwise, our entire program 

and the ability to teach human anatomy would be severely jeopardized. 
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We do depend on the good will of the community. 

Earlier in this cent~G/y one, of the teachers of human anatomy 

in this country began his course in human anatomy with a quotation 

that I will read to you now. It's perhaps a bit pompous, but ' I 

think that you may find that there are elements of truth in it. 

"The day that the medical student enters the dissecting 

room \.( is a time of dedication to the medical profession . It is 

th~n that the student puts hands to a task that others de read ..__e/ 
_/ 

and joins those who have laid aside the deepest fears and 

prejudices of mankind to seek in the dead bodies of their 

fellows some increase of knowledge wherewith to fight the ignorance 
JI 

and disease that lays them low . 

Indeed dissection of the human body is an activity that 

medicine d epends very heavily upon . The entire framework of 

clinical practice is centered on the structure of the human body 

and the ability to deal effectively with them structure and all its 

relationships. In its development through the ages anatomy has 
..- ..... 

been the premier t e basic science on which medicine 
~~( _ .. / 
is ) dimly 

is founded. The 

hi s tory , of anatomy in its earliest extent available to us 

at the moment. The first great center of human anatomy was in the 

sp? medical school in Alexandria in Egypt. There in the Ptolmic 

reign particularly the dissection of human bodie s flourished for 

the first time. It was dependent entirely on the deve lopment of 

the philosophic outlook that was spiritual in nature and of a 

definite nonmateriali s tic outlook. The dissection of the body 

depended in essence on the feeling that the soul or spirit was 

the real esse~nce of the being and that the body was a temporal 

dwelling place. In previous societies with materialistic outlooks 
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and materialistic philosophies the ability to di ssec t the human 

body was totally removed from the realm of possibility by 

superstitions, religious prohibitions and outri ght legislative 

bans against its conduct. In Alexandria, however, di ssec tion did 

flourish for the first ti;_y~ and it was there that the beginnings 

of anatomical science were established. Unfortunately, although 

that school did result in the training of other famous anatomists 

such as Galen, the body of knowledge that accumulated there 
.-... 

disappeared in th e early centuries after Christ. The cause of 
.___,/ 

this is variously debated. For many years the ~ destruction of 
,----._ 

the lib ~rary at Alexandria was attributed to the sixth khalif 
...__/ 

of Islam who used ostensibly the manuscript s to fuel the fires to 
\ has _,, 

heat his bath for a period of six years . This ~s~bsequently 

been refuted or attempted in refutation and Christians have been 
.---... 

rendered the villains in the burning of the libaJary ~ at 
'--·· 

Alexandria. In any case the library was burned and none, or at 

least very little, of the direct storehouse of knowledge there 

has ~ passed on to us. 

Although Galen's knowledge of human anatomy is attributable 

to the Alexandrian school, his own experience by and large was in 

the dissection of animals and failing the ability to dissect the 

human body certainly the dissection of related ~animals, especially 

primates is most valuable. But indeed nothing suffices for the 

ability to actually explore the structural relationships of 

the human cadaver on a firsthand basis. 

Dissection did not become well-established in European 

centers until the Renaissance and I would like to show just a 

few slides to illustrate the understanding of human anatomy of 

more 
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prior to the Renaissance and the tremendous transformation 

that occurred during the Renaissance as a result of the widespread 

embrace of dissection as a primary learning resource in the study 

of human anatomy. 

From classical Giecian times there was , of course, a fair 

understanding of the surface of the human body. It was the interior 

of the human body that was rather poorly known and as a result the 

practice of medicine suffered greatly. As recently as the 

fourteenth century in Europe the underst'n'3jding of human anatomy 
\J ' 

and the interior ' aspect was extremely schematic based largely 

on interpretations of Galen's textbooks that contained within them 

descr~!,ytions that were attributed to humans but largely based in 
:bodies_) 

sp? fact on dissections of animals[,-ro~ instance, this highly lobulated 
/ , 

liver is clearly uncharacteristic of a human, and perhaps rather 

more like that of a dog. The schema that is developed in this 

illustration is that of the circulatory system not known to be 

a circulatory M}C system at that time, but merely known to be a 

system of vessels or tubes spreading from the heart 

regions ,of the body. I would emphasize to you that 

into various 
( cone ep t ---' 

the T~f 

a circulating blood was unsuspected at that time and indeed 

did not materialzie until very early in the seventeenth century 

with the work of William Harvey. 

Next week in discussing the heart and circulation, we will 

have a very excellent film on the experimental stud~/~s that led 

Harvey to his radical conclusion. It is ~- worth pointing out 

though that Harvey's thesis was dependent very heavily on HH 

adequate exploration of the basic anatomy of the system, an 

exploration that ha•d certainly not occurred by the fourteenth 
\._.. -./ 

more 
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century when this illustration was made. 

The di s section of human bodies did occasionally occur in 
Ji . 

medieval times. It was a faily rare occurrence, dependent 
/I 

,---

entirely upon the abvailability of sufficiently heinous criminals 

to merit their relegation to the anatomical theater of one of 

the few medical schools that were in existence at tha at time. 
I 

In those situations/the professor of anatomy thoroughly schooled 

in the works of Galen, took a rather aloof attitude and called 

upon a mere hog - gelder to do the actual work of dissection. As 

you can imagine, with such a remote involvement in the proces s 

very little useful information developed from the s e p6ublic 
<.._ _, 

anatomies, and the sort of understanding of the human i body just 

alluded to persisted. 

It wa s not until the early sixteenth century that our hero 

sp? enters the pciture. Andreas Baselius, a young Belgian physician 

who was extremely curious about the structure of the human body, 

and was so motivated as to pursue firsthand investigation 

whenever the opportunity presented, visiting public gallows and 

execution place s and taking whatever advantage he could find to 

verify his Galenic studies with firsthand dissection, and as a 
_.,.-, 

result of his curios t ity and his investigative work, he began 
\._ 

to reali ze that Galen was frequently in error, a r a ther heretical 

view at that time that netted him much unpopularity with his 

colleagues in medical schools and uni versi t .yries throughout ~ 

Europe. However, his contributions were substanti©al and one 

can appreciate as a result of his firsthand investigative activities 

as illustrated in this diagram prepared by Baselius in 1536, 

illustrating just the venous component of the vascular system, 

more 
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the quantum leap in understanding of the structure of the human 

body that had occurred. Literally within a generation. There 

are few examples in history of medical science when such dramatic 

changes occurred so fast. We tend to feel that we're living in 

an age now when advances are staggering and monumental and occur 

in very brief periods of time. But the contribution of Baselius 

is certainly comparable to the most astounding advances in the 

twentieth century. 

All modern medical science dates from this activity. 

The sort of X'i dissection that Baseli~'if ultimately organized 

and conducted is illustrated in this frontispiece of his famous 

book And in this illustration 

one sees Baselius himself at the dissecting table on a firsthand 

basis conducting the ~ dissection~ and presiding over the process, ~ 

always with a skeleton in hand a1{ considered by some to be 

symbolic of the extinct reign of the aloof professor over these 

proceedings. It's obvious also that the dissections of Baselius 

were well attended by his colleagues. He developed tremendous ~)' 

popular~ty later in his life. and his demonst~rations ~h of 

human anatomy were much sought after and widely attended. 

The trend that Baselius began at that point has continued. 

His important contribution really was the illustration of human 

anatomy in arery detailed fashion, reflective of reality cam.t 

as perceived at the dissection table and which were, thanks to 
I , 

the advent of printing at a propitious time in the ear~y Renaissance, 

it was possible for his observations and work to be widely 

circulated. These are representatve illustrations from his 

famous textbo~)<: published in 1543V One illustrating the 

more 
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muscular system there. A few of the abdominal viscera here, and 

a skeletal drawing there. Baseliu•s had the foresight and good 
I.... _ _. .... 

fortune to employ skilled illustrators to assist him in this 

sp? work and indeed benefitted from the famous artician and his 

sp? school of pupils, most notably' Van Calcorn, who did many of 
these 
~ drawings and one can readily see that the artists had their 

minimal outlet as well in these drawings. 

Baselius did establish a trend, a trend that was remarkable 

in some respects, and I 'd like to show you what had occurred 

within a period of 50 years after the publication of hi s book. 

He was widely copied by other artists and in , and anatomists 

sp? in this case, and Casarius, an Italiian anatomist and artist, who 

apparently had the benefit of rather more cooperative human 
J / 

Ln cbvcrs in his studies, some of Casarius~{, illustrations are 

novel to say the least. The most unique demonstration of the 
I(/_/ _,., 

~ t1J'pei ius muscle ~1'!! ~~ i-N~ ~ on the right. 

Anatomical illustration~- is still a critical resource in 

the teaching of anatomy but tre~nds have changed. We can go on --
and briefly consider the trends in the last century beginning 

with the quality of illustration that was prevalent in Europe in 

the nineteenth century with a return to preoccupation with the 

surface features of anatomy and their relationship to underlying 

structures that was somewhat neglaected by Baselius. Also the 
----·-· 

advent of reproduction pro.icesses that would allow the portrayal 
'-__, a/ 

of color in these illustration~very helpful development, with 
/\ 

the liver, somewhat realistically colored there, the stomach and 

the gall bladder peeking out at that point. the other novel 
;.. 

introductions in the nineteenth centfury were sectional and 

more 
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anatomy, the ab i 1 i ty f! make preparations of exposed 

or section so that the perception of structures 
----

in their relationships in a single plane were accessible and 

coupled again with modest use of color in the illustrations. 

In the twentieth century anatomical illustration has 

continued to advance due to technical capabilities that were 

unavailable earlier. While the quality of linear detail has 

not advanced greatly since Baselius' time, the ability to reproduce 

paintings of anatomical relationships in textbooks and published 

articles has become established, and one can see in this diagram 
the int erna 1 w_ing ___ C!n.Q._ ) 

of the ingiuinal canal ,w i th)t·h·e- exfe-r nal wing here and the 
f~':la1 '' 

various muscular and ~ layers contributing to the abdominal 

wall of the inguina~ region, that the ability to p(9ojtray these 

relatio~*1ips ximl. in - an artistic fashion as in this painting by 

Medder, Frank Medder is a very useful advance in the situdy of 
\... .. - ·' 

,-, 
anatomy. Anatomy is, of course, a very visual stcience, and 

i..._ _ ... l 

it depends very heavily on the ability to represent what is 

seen. We have, of course, in this cent~~y to rely not entirely 

on draw~ngs and printed illustrations, adequate photographic 

' techniques now enable us to study and teach anatomy from direct 

color photographs of the structures and their relationships. 

Here we see ayiew of the/triscupid valve with its tmf l eaf lets 

and :t..fi 
~~-------

in the right ventricular cavity of the 

human heart and among other advances in this centefto/ the devel

~opment of radiographic anatomy and the ability to see internal 

structures ~ in intact individuals here in this particular 

view which is a view of the thorax with 

femonstrf:ed by the infusion of a small 

more 
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material, seen from a lateral view with the front of the chest 
"---l!R-, 

her .e and the back here , the diaphragm arching ~ and the 

ramifications of the bronchial tree demonstrated. This is a 

a most useful advance in the visualization of anatomical 

relationships that will be extremely useful to you as you 

progress through your clinical training and your medical career. 

Throughout this course we will refer to various resources in 

our teaching of anatomy, radiographs, fresh deomonstration 

specimens, photographs of such demonstlcl~)tions and, of course, 
v ' 

conventional illustrations and drawings. 

I would like to emphasize though that our primary resource 

continues to be the human cadaver and I really at this point wish 

very strongly to emphasize to you that you should not be 

distracted by the availability of other study aids. The primary 

resource is the human cadaver and the ability to appreciate 

structural relationships in a three - dimensional array is clearly 

dependent very heavily on the actual process of dissection. 

The course 1 as we teach it here
1 

has a very simple objective--

ihe obj ~ ctivet is to impart lasting mental images of three-dimensional 

topographic anatomy of the human -body that will enable you to 

recall clinically significant relationships as you need them later 

in your career. That is our primary objective in this course. 

And we feel very strongly that your ability to solidify these images 

is directly related to the time you spend at the cadaver where you 

have an opportunity not only to view the structural relationships 

but 

but 

to palpate them as well and to reinforce not ~ only visually 
\ f li)J1 y.--'wha_t _) 

also tact~--lhe relationship of the structures really is. 

more 
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In order to enhance your ability to profit from that experience 

we have done two things differently thi~ year. We've achieved a 

smaller ratio» of students per cadaver so that you will be working 

in teams of four rather than in teams of six as was the case in 

previous years. And you will also have more time to do this. 

We will hopefully in the routine progress of the course spend a 

full three hours each afternoon between two and five in the 

dissection laboratories performing the exercises for the day. 

Last year we were able to accommodate only two-thirds of 

the students at any one moment, ~mi ~ in the laboratories 

which meant thatn any individual had only two hours in the lab 

rather than the three hours that are~ available this year. 

For the lab experience to be profitable to you we feel that a 

number of things are important. We feel it's imperative that 

adequate instructional assistance be available in the lab and 

that is the basis for the rather large cast of teaching staff 

that were introduced at the beginning of the hour. We hope to 

have at least one instructor for each group of four dissecting 

teams at all times in the lab, more if possible. So you will 

have adequate instruction during those hours in the lab. you 
,f 

will also have access to prosected mate-.i;;a1s , that is, human 

anatomical specimens that have been dissected by your predecessors 
,----. 

at the school--last year's fres~n•en, many member s of the class 
'-- -

spent long hours this last summer dissecting specimens to dee-monstrate ....... __ _ 

particularly important relationships that might not be possible 

for you to demon a!!ts trate for yourselves in the time that's 

available to you in the course. 

Other resources available to us are various films and I 

would like just to introduce you to three categories of films that 
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are available with your .... Could we have that first film and 

go on to the other two? 

The first film that I'll show you is, and indeed, I'll show 

you just a brief segment from each of three films to give you an 

impression of the sorts of films that are avail~able to you, eiither 
.( -.__.~ 

in the library or periodically as we progr~~ss through the course. 
\...-

The first and second films are films in the so-called semiprosector 

series that are available to you in the library for your use at 

any time that you might wish. 

This first film is one of the new series that we 've j (§U(t 

obtained, .Eci: hygienic preservation measures were developed for 
ting_,., ' 

the process[and storage of human cadavers so that the dissection 

process could be prolonged over a period of weeks and months if 

necessary. ~p until that time dissection was carried out very 

rapidly before post mortem decay set in, and it was not really 

possible for students to work for a long period of time very 

slowly and carefully on an individual body. It was necessary for 
rone ./ 

every~~ to work together as we saw in that vaselian illustration 
/\ 

around the freshest cadaver that was available then and simply 

sit back and wait until another became available to proceed on. 

We're no longer under that constraint. We have totally 

adequate preservation techniques that allow us to store bodies for 

quit e long periods of time and will allow you ample opportunity 

to conduct the most painstaking and prolonged diss ec tion you 

prefer to ~ conduct. 
\.;:,, 

We achieved this as a result of the expertise of oufi licensed 
/\ 

embalmers and we trust that none of you will be at all apprehensive 

about the actual process of working with the specimens. If some of 

more 
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you prefer to use gloves, that's quite all right. It's totally 

unnecessary from a hygienic standpoint. These specimens are totally 

aseptic in the way that they have been prepared, and it's not 

necessary to feel concern about the transmission of disease, for 

example. 

However, in the process of preparing these specimens, the 

texture and color of fresh human anatomy is lost. And the cine
\..!O ,.,, 

autopsy series films provide us with an opportuni ty/;t least alert 

you to differences as they do exist and lead you to anticipate the 

advantages of studying post mortem specimens later in your career. 

Now one of the resources that we do rely on rather heavily in 

this course is our textbooks. We feel that these are important in 

providing you with a frame of reference for an approach to human 

dissection. And I brought along today just a few examples hastily 

gathered from my off ice bookshelves to indicate to you that a 

rather bewildering array of currently published and marketed 

anatomy texts for freshman medical studet~s are possible. A 
I 

(si'~riety of books, many more than I've ca~)ually brought today 

are available to consume your resources and your time as well 

should you elect to sample all of these. 

What we would like to try to convey to you today is that 

we hope we've done the sorting and selecting job for you to some 

extent by choosing from among the available texts this fairly 

sp? modest book by Richard Snell called Clinical Anatomy for Medical 
~, 

Students. While no textbo~'J< is perfect and capable of satisfying 

everyone, we do feel as a f•aculty that this book has very 
..... _ • .I 

significant advantages. It is modest in terms of the scope and 

detail of anatomy that it presents. It is lacking in the extreme 

more 
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deta\;1/ i\ that one might find in a reference book such as Gray's 

Anatomy. While we all have high regard for Gray's Anatomy, we 

fee 1 that it w i 11 be more use fl~!~\ to you 1 ate r in your career as 

a reference book, but now in the process of being introduced to 
\ 1.:. ; 

anatomy and learning the core information that we $ould like 
/'. 

you to carry forth with you in your clinical career, we thinkg 

that this book by Snell is optimum in that regard. The anatomy 

that is presented here is by and large clinically relevant 

anatomy devoid of trivial detail. 

We find also that it's very 'advantageous in a course such 
/·v 

as this to select and rely on a single textboo{ as the ultimate 
/ 1 

authority for the course. If one looks through a variety of 

anatomy texts, one is impressed with the a fact that a significant 

amom1 > of contradiction or disagreement exists in the description 

of something that should be so thoroughly studie ;s: d~ as the .... __ _ 

basic anatomy of the human body. To avoid f di~fficulties that 

arise when these conflicts impinge upon, let's say an examination 

process, we rely exclusively on the textbook that has been selected,~ 

to mediate any arguments that might arise. So in this way, we're 

all on an equal footing. The book that will settle a disagreement 

is Snell. 

There are inevitable occasions when the entire faculty i!s Jcc! "'-/ 

that Snell has presented something in a less than optimum way . 

When that occurs, all of you will be equally informed at the same 

time, and the new dogma, so •to speak will be thoroughly disseminated. 
~s i Ilg l _e. j 

So we hope that this :.s:Wi:8'k reliance on a' authoritative text 
!' \ 

will be a source of some reassurance to you. We recognize that 

we tread on the verge of anti-intellectualism by adopting this 
more 
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posture, but in this introductory course it's well justified I 

I think. } 
'---A_/ We can all be equally comfortable knowing that the source 

is equally available to all of us. 
~-

I m•ight go ahead and add that necessity forces us to rely ,_' 
on written exams in this course, t'ndeed the kind of computer-

graded multimple choice exams that you've already been introduced to@ 
·~ · 

The material on which you will be tested is exclusively found in 

Snell on those written exams. Now, we believe very strongly that 

iniorder to solidify that information and for you to retain it~ in 
I 

a way that is readily recalled is very dependent on the laboratory 

work, but the facts themselves that will be tested are entirely 

accomplished in Snell. Should there be a rare exception to this, 

it will be announced as such. Perhaps later on in the extremities 

section of the course inpanuary, Dr. Gonyea may wish to issue a 

very simple handout incorporating a bit of material that i s 11o t 

well presented in Snell. If that occurs, and let me say, it will 

occur very rarely, it will be available and announced as such. 

The other sort of examination that will ~ occur in the course 

is a tag quiz in the lab, hopefully every Friday. We can't really 

arrange it every Friday. The next one, or rather the first one 

will be next Friday the 12th, a week away. But these exams will be 

simple identification exams based on materials and structures 

dissected in the previous days in the lab. 

The final grade in the course will be determined on the basis 

of each individual question that's been asked either on a written 

or tag quiz, being tossed into some grand final tally equally 

weighted. All questions counting the same. We were enj'~uraged 
by the d.s/i} s last year in expressing t~~;~se ground-rules or basic 

strategies for the course at the outset so that the expectations 
more 
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are well informed from the beginning. 

Now, the other two books that you will need to have are 

Grant's Atlas and Grant's Dissector. We think that this simple 

book is very appropriate to guide you through the dissection 

process, and we think the Atlas is desirable since it is closely 

keyed to the dissection guide. 

You've all been asked to acquire white lab coats, and to 

wear them to the lab. The reason for this is very related to 

the concerns that I raised earlier in the hour regarding our 

obligations to the donors of theis program, to fulfill their 
L -

ex p e ct at i On S regarding the use to which the donated bodies would 

be placed. We try to maintain an atmosphere of full privacy and 

security in those laboratories. However, it's not possible to 

insure that we are immune from outside scrutiny, and even if it 

were possible to assure that, I think it would probably not be 

ethically ~ advised to rely on that as our safety measure. 

We freally hope that each of you will approach this experience 

from the standpoint of developing the basic standards of the 

physician - patient relationship. 

the fact thi-t the donors to this __ ...... 

living, breathing human beings of 

It's very easy to lose sight of 
(__i_?- __ t_h e../ 

program wer~rather recent past 

a 11 w a 1(~1~ o f s o c i e t y . I co u 1 d 

read you many letters from donors, from relatives of donors to 

try to bring this realization home to you. Instead, in the limited 

time that we have, I selected only one that I think is fairly 

representative of the sort of donor that we have in this program 

and the sort of concern among their living relatives that exists. 

Let me read you from a letter that I received on September 15 of 

this year: 

more 
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"Yesterday my dad died at the age of Xi 63. As was his 

intention his body was donated to The University of Texas Southwestern 

Medical School ~ - for the advancement of medical education and research. 

My dad was a doctor. Theoretically, he practiced obstetrics and 

gynecology. In truth, he did general medicine, ll!.N'it a very loved 

man in the community for many years. He delivered babies, treated 

colds, heard secrets, counseled troubled couples, mourned with 

those in grief, and went on house calls way past the time when 

doctors did that sort of thing. He was a quiet man, better at 

listening to others than at talking about himself. I think my 
. { 

dad dieJ. in a way that would have pleased him, quickly and early 

enough in his life that he didn't have to retire from his medical 

practice. I will miss him very much . The donation of his body 

was something that he did years ago with full understanding and 

approval of the family. I have no problems about this except 

the c anonymity of it. Somehow I would like to put a tag around 

his wrist which ~ says simply, 'This was no ordinary man.' 

I realize that this cannot be done, and yet it is helpful to me to 

write tJ?is epitaph to you." 

So I think without being unduly melodramiatic or emotional 

about these things, we can easily recognize that we are dealing 

with individuals who are deserving of total capability of ourselves 

and generally maximum dignity, privacy and respect for them. 

I've asked that you help us in maintaining our security in 

these labs and helping us to live up to our promise to the donors 

that we will totally exclude anyone other than q authorized 

professionals in ~ medicine from being present in these labs. 
( I , 

It's perhaps trivial to say so but we would also very sin~~rely 
more 
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I at all time s / 

request that you refriCin} fr_o_m_ eating, drinking or smoking in 
/ \ 

the labs. In all cases, rely on your own common sense and 

good judgment regarding the kind of standards that should be 

brought to bear in a basic physician-patient relationship. 

Now, I've noted in this handout that unauthorized personnel 

and canmeras are strictly prohibited. Let me share with you at 

this point, lest you feel that these standards are not being 

upheld, that we have on us at the moment a very special request 

ge nerated by President Sprague 11imself regarding the need to 

enhance the image of this m~dical school in\certain segments of 

the community, particularlyJi'~ gard to donors to the i-,-ill-body 

progr~m, donors to the various funds that are available in the 

school for scholarships and other supportive things . As a result 
( ,1_/ / 

Dr. Sprague has asked Mr. Bill Howze to produce a very tastXul 

film that will illustrate some of the features in the educational 

process as is carried on here at Southwestern. Mr. Howze will be 

in the labs occasionally over the next week. It will at some 

point be necessary to bring a film crew to one of the small 

labs an~ work perhaps afeter hours with a dissecting team that 

has expressed a willingness to contribute to thi s in a simulated 

teaching situation that under no circumstances show any human 

material whatsoever, .2!I: presumably a low camera angefi j of a dissecting 

team at work with no human material present at all. In any case, 

something like this is needed at the moment in the best inter~ests 
1..:_:.q_.) 

of the school and its programs. So I would like to simply take this 
\ B i 1:1 __ __) 

opportunity to introduce Mr-J::Howze, not only to you as our students, 

but also to our faculty who've not had an opportunity to meet 

Mr. Howze. So he will be with us off and on, and we will arrange 

this in such a way that it occurs outside our regular instructional 
Pl n ,,, (' 
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period in terms of a simulated instruction process ,. and the 
. -1· 

presence, the actual presence of a camer--~in the f ac il i ty. So 
...:._ .... \ 

I wanted to give all of you a full explanation of this special 

circumstance that has developed. 

I alluded to a computerized instructional program that will be 

available to us. I think you've gotten a handout regarding thatg 

Dr. Gonyea who will be speaking to you at 4:00 this afternoon, 

to give you an introduction to the musculoskeletal system as well 

as one of a s eries of four survey lectures that last year's class 

felt would have been very helpful initially . And then I need to 

ask al 1 of you who are in dissecting teams one tl1 rot1 gL 16 to 

remain here in the lecture theatre for just five minutes after 

ev~rycn e else has gone. 

Assuming that empi1nsis we tread rather narrowly on the bounds 

of physiology a~·h\ in some cases even on biochemistry. We don't 
--

feel selfco,~_!1scious about that \-{' recognizing that physiology is 

indeed an offspring of anatomy and bioche0~_istry, yet a relative 

of physiology. These subjects were in their earlier historical 

development part of the realm of human anatomy . They have evolved 

from human anatomy ~ as the study of functional and chemical aspects ,~

have become more sophisticated, but we maintain the prerogative 

to emphasize structure and its relationship to function in this 

course as a unit that is really indissolvable and inseparable. 

In all cases, we hope to enhance your interest in the basic 

topography by appealing to functional and physiological relationships. 

So our lectures here are hopefully designed to enhance your 

interest in the basic facts, your interest in the core material 

~ of the course will heopefully contribute to your ability to , __ __ ... 

more 
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effectively solidify this core information in the labs and later 

on in your s tudy. 
(Student question?) 
Yes. We have on the faculty a formally bonded and designated 

representative to the state anatomical board, and that is Dr. 

Bill Gonyea. And should any of you wish to be impressed with the 

gravity of our legislatively determined ~ accountability, take 

an opportunity to chat with him. 

### 


